The Casimir effect for two parallel slabs immersed in an ideal Fermi sea is investigated at both zero and nonzero temperatures. It is found that the Casimir effect in a Fermi gas is distinctly different from that in an electromagnetic field or a massive Bose gas. In contrast to the familiar result that the Casimir force decreases monotonically with the increase of the separation L between two slabs in an electromagnetic field and a massive Bose gas, the Casimir force in a Fermi gas oscillates as a function of L. The Casimir force can be either attractive or repulsive, depending sensitively on the magnitude of L. In addition, it is found that the amplitude of the Casimir force in a Fermi gas decreases with the increase of the temperature, which also is contrary to the case in a Bose gas, since the bosonic Casimir force increases linearly with the increase of the temperature in the region T < Tc, where Tc is the critical temperature of the Bose-Einstein condensation.
Introduction
The Casimir effect is an attractive interaction between two closely spaced parallel plates caused by the vacuum fluctuation of the electromagnetic field. About 10 years after its prediction in 1948 by Casimir, [1] the Casimir force was measured experimentally by Spaarnay. [2] More accurate measurement of the Casimir force was performed in a series of modern experiments [3−7] starting with Lamoreaux's landmark experiment in 1997. [3] In theoretical developments, a great deal of effort has been devoted to the calculation of the Casimir energy or the Casimir force for different geometries and different boundary conditions, [8−13] including those real structures of the boundaries. Its importance for practical applications is now becoming more widely appreciated in quantum field theory, Bose-Einstein condensates, atomic and molecular physics, gravitation and cosmology, and mathematical physics. Generally, the presence of boundaries inside any wave field can cause Casimir-like effects if the bounded space is smaller than the maximum wavelength of the wave field. For example, an acoustic Casimir force between two parallel rigid plates due to the radiation pressure of the band-limited acoustic noise was explored both theoretically and experimentally. [14] Similarly, it may be expected that Casimir-like effects may occur in a quantum gas because of the wave character of the gas atoms. In Ref. [15] , the Casimir force between two slabs immersed in a perfect Bose gas was calculated for various boundary conditions. It was found that the Casimir force has the standard asymptotic form with universal Casimir terms below the bulk critical temperature of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) T c and vanishes exponentially above T c . A question naturally comes to mind: what happens if the Bose gas is replaced by a Fermi gas? The Casimir effect in fermionic fields has been extensively investigated in the literature. In this connection, a large amount of work has been devoted to the calculation of the Casimir interaction between two impurities or two bubbles immersed in a Fermi sea, [16−18] which is particularly relevant to the physics of neutron stars [19] and quark gluon plasmas. [20] In most of those investigations, the Casimir force was calculated utilizing the geometry-dependent density of states, in which the corrections arising from the presence of obstacles had been taken into account. As opposed to those previous studies, exact numerical calculations will be employed in the present paper to calculate the Casimir force between two slabs immersed in a Fermi sea.
Fermionic Casimir effect at zero temperature
We consider two large parallel slabs immersed in a sea of perfect Fermi gas. The two slabs are separated along the z axis by a small distance L √ A, where A is the area of the slab. The system of the fermions between the two slabs (confined system) is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the Fermi sea outside the slabs (surroundings). The single-particle energy of the confined system is given by
where m is the mass of the particle, is the reduced Planck constant and k is the wave vector. For the problem under consideration, k x and k y are taken to be continuous, and k z is quantized as
with n = 1, 2, 3, . . . for the Dirichlet boundary condition (DBC), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . for the Neumann boundary condition (NBC), and n = 0, ±2, ±4, . . . for the periodic boundary condition (PBC).
We first consider the case at zero temperature (T = 0 K). The thermodynamic potential of the ideal Fermi gas at 0 K is given by
and can be derived as
where k B is the Boltzman constant, ε F is the Fermi energy of the confined system, which is equal to that of the surroundings in the state of equilibrium, k F = √ 2mε F / , J 1 and J 2 are the integer parts of k F L/π and k F L/(2π), respectively, and the summation ∑ J1 n=1,0 starts from 1 for DBC and 0 for NBC. The degeneracy related to the internal structure of the particles is assumed to be one for simplicity. From Eq. (4), the Casimir force per unit area can be derived as
Based on Eq. (5), we can understand the dependence of the Casimir force on the separation of the two slabs. For example, in the case of DBC, the scaled Casimir pressure can be directly derived from Eq. (5) to be
where P S0 is the pressure of the surroundings at 0 K and is given by
. [21] In Eq. (6), the numerators contain J 1 and thus remain constants over each integer interval, while the denominators con-
which means that the Casimir force per unit area is equal to the pressure of the surroundings. This re-sult is expected. When k F L/π < 1, the energy of the lowest level of the confined system
is larger than the Fermi energy ε F = 2 k 2 F /(2m), so there will be no particle and hence no pressure in the space between the two slabs. For k F L/π ≥ 1, P C /P S0 has a minimum 1, 2, 3 , . . . ) and a maximum
as shown in Fig. 1 . The property is not seen in the case of an electromagnetic field or a massive Bose gas, where the Casimir force is known to be a monotonically decreasing function of L. In each integer interval J 1 ≤ k F L/π < J 1 + 1, P C /P S0 may vary between P C, min /P S0 < 0 and P C, max /P S0 > 0. It indicates that the Casimir force can be attractive or repulsive, alternating periodically with the increase of the separation between the two slabs. This gives rise to another important difference in the Casimir effects between the Bose and the Fermi gases, as the Casimir force for the former can only be attractive. [15] In the cases of NBC and PBC, the dependence of the Casimir force on the separation between the two slabs can be similarly discussed. It is found that the curve of P C /P S0 versus k F L/π in the case of NBC is the same as that in the case of DBC, while in the case of PBC, P C /P S0 oscillates as a function of k F L/π with a doubled period, as shown in Fig. 1 . It is important to note that the particle density of the confined system is generally different from that of the surroundings when they are in thermodynamic equilibrium at constant temperature and chemical potential. According to Eq. (4), the difference in particle density between the confined system and the surroundings can be obtained as
By using Eq. (9), the curves of ∆ρ/ρ S0 versus k F L/π for different boundary conditions can be plotted, as shown in Fig. 2 , where ρ S0 is the particle density of the surroundings at 0 K and is given by ρ S0 = k 3 F /(6π 2 ). [21] It is found that the curves each display a sawtooth-like oscillation that becomes smoother as Fig. 2 . Difference between the density of fermions between the two slabs and that outside the two slabs versus separation of the slabs for different boundary conditions at zero temperature. Panels (a) and (b) give the results at small and large separations, respectively.
Fermionic Casimir effect at nonzero temperatures
We now turn to the cases of nonzero temperatures and first consider the case of the Dirichlet boundary condition, for which the thermodynamic potential of the confined system at nonzero temperatures can be expressed as
where
is the fugacity, µ is the chemical potential of the confined system, which is equal to that of the surroundings in the state of equilibrium, f ν (x) is the Fermi integral
and Γ(x) is the Gamma function. According to Eq. (10), we can find the Casimir force per unit area and the difference in particle density between the confined system and the surroundings to be
and
respectively, where the fugacity z is determined by
and T F = ε F /k B is the Fermi temperature. The dependences of P C (L, T ) and ∆ρ(L, T ) on parameters L and T can be obtained from Eqs. (12)- (14) using a numerical calculation. Figure 3 shows the curves of P C /P S0 varying with k F L/π for different values of the scaled temperature T /T F . It can be seen that the amplitude of P C /P S0 decreases with the increasing temperature. This property is different from that for the Bose gas, in which the Casimir force increases linearly with the increase of the temperature in the region T < T c . [15] Compared with the case T = 0 K, the curves of P C /P S0 versus k F L/π at nonzero temperatures become smooth due to thermal excitation. f. Figure 5 gives the curves of ∆ρ/ρ S0 versus k F L/π for different values of parameter T /T F , which are obtained using Eqs. (13) and (14) . It can be seen that the oscillation of ∆ρ/ρ S0 with k F L/π gradually disappears with the increase of the temperature. In addition, it is found that for a given value of k F L/π, the values of ∆ρ/ρ S0 are about the same for different values of T /T F . This implies that the difference in particle density between the confined system and the surroundings is insensitive to the temperature in the low-temperature region.
The fermionic Casimir effects at nonzero temperatures are quite similar for the cases of NBC and PBC. Thus, they are not listed in detail here.
